FA Respect Barrier Set Up Instructions
Touchline Logos Limited
Tel: 0845 325 7190
Web: touchlinelogos.com

(1) Set 2‐3m from the
touchline
(2) Open the post legs
approx 500mm wide &
Push in to the ground
(at 90 deg to the line)
up to the red markers

(3) Peg down the
cord at one end

(4) Wrap the cord
around the posts,
(and peg down after
the last post)

Note: Place the posts at 90 deg to the touchline (sideways on) Do
not thread the cord through the loop. Peg down the Cord & Wrap it
around the Post.
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(1) Starting at the half way line open out one post approx
500mm and push it in to the ground (until you reach the
RED depth marker) at 90 degrees to the touchline and a safe
distance of 2‐3m back from the touchline.
(2) This will leave an even amount of posts per half , So
place the next posts an equal distance from each other
(between 10 & 12m ) until one half is complete. Return to
the half way line and repeat the opposite way until all posts
are in position.
(3) Undo the locking latch on the side of the reel and
starting at one end Peg Down the cord through the loop
using one steel peg about 3m away from the post, and
parallel with the touchline and first post, then walk with the
reel to the first post.
(4) Once pegged down take the reel to the posts and WRAP
the cord 2‐3 times around the top of the Logopost, until you
reach the last post. DO NOT THREAD THE CORD THROUGH
THE POST

(5) Tie a loop in the cord on the reel when you’ve gone
about 3m past the last post. Leave the loop tied as this can
be used the next time you install your barrier, and will
simply wind back on to the reel
(6) Peg down at the last post, using the other steel peg
about 3m away from the post using the loop above, and
keep the cord parallel with the touchline. When pegged
down leave the reel about 1‐2m away from the barrier and
away from the touchline (Tip: When pegged down simply re‐
wrap the cord around each post for a good taught line)

(7) To take down, take out the peg nearest the reel and
walk up to the first post, winding as you go. Take out the
post and walk up to the next post again winding as you go.
This will keep the cord taught on the reel. Do not take out
the posts until you reach them with the reel.
Note: If put away when wet simply leave everything in the bag and store in a dry place, the
simply
Touchline logos mesh on the bag will allow for drying. If your fabric add a flag requires cleaning
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off the flag from the post and machine wash (40°C) refit when dry.

